Orlando, New York, Manila. These are cities that inhabit my thoughts these days. Separated by thousands of miles of land and sea, tied together by a loose set of accidental and fragile threads of circumstances, memories, aspirations, and dashed hopes. Two of them I have called home -places where I grew up and where I have spent more than half of my life. The third, Orlando, is one I have never been to, but it still haunts my urban reveries through imagined spaces and scenes, particularly around the horrible event at Pulse nightclub. The three cities form a spatial and temporal chain of joy, grief, and hopefulness within spaces and events marked by violence and death. People with names like Eric Garner and multiple others who remain nameless -images of their faces and death scenes stalk and disturb my nocturnal saunters.
unplanned strolls around avenues of loss and distress, winding mazes of unanswered questions and banal routines.
Cities are places of death. Places of mourning. Places of existence, dwelling, and survival beyond mourning. And mourning is a meandering energy, ungrounded and volatile. Mourning lends itself to aimless saunters when one walks aimlessly as if walking were like crying or wailing. Instead, apart from the grating of sneakers and soles on the pavement, there is nothing but deafening silence in the middle of the impersonal sensorial morass of city life.
I am walking down Thirteenth Street in Greenwich Village. It is past midnight. I just heard about the so-called extrajudicial killings in Manila where people, mostly poor, are being gunned down in the streets by vigilantes, encouraged by a loose and cruel mandate by the Philippine president. Someone sent me a photo of a woman whose body is splayed on a Manila asphalt road, a piece of cardboard covering her. Across the cardboard the words "drug addict" were scrawled. Dead. Rendered criminal. Deviant. Some die-hard Duterte fans say that Manila streets are safer after this bloody cleanup.
I think of the number of people whose lives were cut short and whose lifeless bodies were scattered like awkward pietàs in the various rooms of the Pulse nightclub a year ago. And how days after the shootings, these unfortunate Orlando denizens were already painted as deviants, deserving of the terror and their unfortunate endings much like those of Eric Garner in my home city of New York and nameless others in Manila's war on drugs. Yesterday, I heard that the antigay pastor who said that the Pulse victims deserved their tragic fates was found guilty of molestation and other sexual crimes. Karma? Natural irony? The city is full of them.
And then beyond the irony is a sharp blast of cold reality and literal pathos. There is the television screen image of an Orlando victim's mother howling about how her son has lived valiantly. She struggles through sobs -how he won an award for being active in his school's LGBT program. Her throaty voice reverberates in my mind's tunnel, echoing other laments of mothers and other kin, of friends and other lovers bemoaning deaths in a city. Her voice, her face interspersed with images of her son, they make my ambling gait less assured and sophisticated -a gait I long perfected has shifted into a badly choreographed dance on an outdoor stage. I am walking silently. There are no tears. The sounds of my shifting feet become my own bodily lament, a weeping coming out of the skin not from the mouth, a silent wail, a howl from the deep recesses of my gut.
How can the viscerality of these images and sounds touch me in ways that not only tug at my heart but also color, infect, and orient the way I walk the city -the city that I am physically traversing while dwelling in two others? How can these deaths, miles and months apart, come together while I amble and inhabit the Village? Walking is living. In this case, walking is remembering and thinking of the dead. I am walking not toward something but within a pool of messy memories, media images, and encounters. It is a kinesthetic expression of sadness and despair. All these questions march alongside and inside me as I mourn and remember. Orlando, Manila, and New York. I dwell in places and scenes littered with the contradictions of modernity, cruel inhumanity, quiet aspirations, desperate dreams, and the cold architecture of urban emotions. I map this pastiche of events, and remember faces and voices of people, some alive, some dead, etched in my movement as I struggle to inhabit these three cities in my mind. 
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As the ongoing epidemic of toxic masculinity in the United States is spread far and wide by compulsory white nationalism and capitalist thuggery, its systematic legitimation by a Republican White House staffed by birthers and thugs is turning the contagion into a public health threat and crisis. A new swamp of economic nationalists, lobbyists, and billionaires from the Far Right are now calling the shots. And it just so happens that they are overwhelmingly straight white men who arrogate to themselves the ability to divine America's racial and ecological futures while hailing the unprecedented epoch of the Trumpocene -an era of stupefaction where ecological destruction is fake news -as a norm. At the time of this writing, Trump has gratuitously pulled the United States out of the Paris climate agreement, signed by over 190 countries, to mollify his isolationist "America First" base with a deep animus toward liberals (Krugman 2017) .
It is no coincidence that the Trumpocene and toxic masculinity go hand
